REMOTE
MONITORING

Why Your
Security Force
Needs Support

In today’s security industry, emerging technologies and an increased
level of connectedness are creating opportunities for facility
managers, IT directors and security teams to run organizations more
efficiently and cost-effectively.
An integrated security solution at
your facility could consist of various
technologies – alarm, surveillance,
intercom, access control, turnstiles – but
the IP network through which they are
connected opens the door to remote
security management. These services are
ideal for facility managers tasked with

Defining Remote Security
Management
Remote security management is the ability
to utilize existing technology at a site, and
to enable remote access to an offsite
staff focused on monitoring your facility’s
security needs.

administering, managing and monitoring

Marrying remote monitoring with security

security on a constrained budget.

technology improves the proactive

Services like remote video monitoring,
remote visitor management and security
system health monitoring improve the
strength of your system and onsite security
force by:
• Leveraging current security technology
in a more comprehensive solution
• Reducing the need for onsite hardware
and technical resources
• Heightening building security through
24/7/365 protection
• Improving operational efficiencies
throughout your facility

component involved in effective
security by streamlining efforts for faster
responses. For example, a surveillance
camera outfitted with motion detection is
connected to a remote agent’s monitor,
where the agent is able to voice down
via an intercom to a potential intruder.
The agent may warn the intruder to leave
or that authorities are on the way. These
agents may call the authorities themselves
or alert your onsite security guards to
take action. In this example, and in all
remote security management scenarios,
the technology acts as a force multiplier
and complements your onsite security as
opposed to eliminating team members.
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Preserving The Human Element In Your Security
While remote video monitoring or visitor management greatly reduce costs
associated with staffing onsite guards, these services are best implemented
in collaboration with your current security team. “These intelligent
capabilities are not replacing security officers or monitoring personnel,”
writes Security Magazine, “but instead are making them more effective and
capable of securing larger areas with fewer personnel, which can appeal
to enterprise security leaders’ budgets.” Instead, the cost-saving benefits
of remote security management are seen in the elimination of hardware,
expanded storage abilities and reduced break-fix system maintenance.
Remote monitoring enables a fresh set of eyes to view your site and
support your security team when they need it. For example, many New
York City schools operate on an open-door policy throughout the day
and night while hosting a variety of events for students and members
of the community. Remote video monitoring is often used during hightraffic times, or drop-off and pick-up hours before and after school, to
ensure every student is picked up, no strangers loiter on the premises and
nothing is dropped off or left unattended. In these scenarios, one set
of eyes watches cameras from an offsite location while guards on the
ground remain ready to respond to an issue as necessary.
In other scenarios, there may not be a guard on site. For example,
construction sites and car dealerships effectively combine surveillance
cameras with remote monitoring to alleviate theft and discourage vandalism.
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Leveraging Remote Monitoring
Services
The beauty of remote monitoring is the
ability to enable a fresh set of eyes to
view your site on a regular schedule using
consistent protocols for every incident. The
remote monitoring packages below are
just a few examples of how integrators are
pairing technology with offsite support:

Remote Video Monitoring
The ability for someone to monitor your
Yet, if eliminating the amount of onsite
security guards is a goal for your
organization, be sure to develop a
strategic plan that covers gaps and results

premises and talk to unidentified visitors
through voice-down technology is
invaluable for a variety of industries. In
the case where guards are discouraged

in optimized – not reduced – security.

from becoming involved with a potential

Laying The Foundation For
Forward-Thinking Security

for bad behavior.

The beginning of any integrated security

This service forces any visitor entering

intruder, this service acts as a deterrent

Remote Visitor Management

system starts with an IP network. IP-based

a facility to request access through

security technologies allow for higher

an intercom connected to a remote

quality, more sophisticated data and

guard who speaks and interacts with

increased security coverage. Never before

that person. The offsite guard verifies

have such high-definition devices like

credentials and permits or restricts

surveillance cameras, motion detection

access remotely. Perfect for single-

and access control systems come together

entry or multi-facility access, remote

in a single optimized security solution.

visitor management acts as a guard

With an IP-based security system, the faster
flow of better information increases your
team’s reaction time.

complement during prime hours or a
replacement during off hours. This type
of technology increases security and
enhances amenities.
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Remote Heartbeat Monitoring
Many institutions lack the resources to
monitor the health of every system at their
site. Security system health monitoring
ensures your building’s defenses never go
down. If you lose a server or a camera
goes blind, an offsite security team will
know before you do, and enact recourse
or alert your facility’s security team.

Cloud Storage
Growing as a component in every security
solution, cloud technology increases
storage capabilities and allows you to
access your technology from anywhere
at any time. Depending on the number
of devices on site, a hybrid approach
between servers and cloud storage is a
cost-effective solution for many facilities.

Establishing A Greater Level Of
Safety & Security

Interested in what this
approach looks like in
practice? Download a
detailed account of facilities
that have incorporated the
latest technologies into an
integrated solution to solve
their specific security issues.
Read Security Case Studies

From marketing to accounting to technology,
outsourcing to the experts empowers your
organization to focus on your core business.
The same holds true for remote security
management.
As new security technologies emerge, the
ability to remain connected to your building,
protect your assets and reduce costs in a
stronger security plan continues to increase.
It’s time to embrace the future of remote

Peace Of Mind Technologies, LLC
246 West 38th Street
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New York, NY 10018

212.688.2767

monitoring and start maximizing your security
efforts and site management capabilities
through a strategic approach.
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